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Lexical Test
Write the words instead of spaces: bad, bed, bread, can, car, city, find, here, how 
many, market, me, month, must, number, quiet, ring, sofa, street, tell, word

1. Bad posture, ____ hands, bad partner.

2. Speaking from experience, Finn is terrible in ____.

3. Any operational changes ____ reflect the views of peacekeepers on the ground, 
whose safety and security must remain paramount.

4. For elevenses, Winnie-the-Pooh preferred honey on ____ with condensed milk.

5. Here, ____, here, here, here, here.

6. The Beach Boys play DJ in the ____.

7. As to ____ definition, the KFTC defined the soju market and the beer market as 
separate markets, taking into consideration various aspects.

8. Tom asked Mary how much she'd paid for the ____ in her living room.

9. I wasn't at the Brandy Library last ____.

10. The ____ of cases were the same number as bullet marks on Lucille's body.

11. TRIPS provides flexibilities that WTO member States ____ use.

12. Leave your ____ a couple blocks away, then bring him here in his car.

13. In some cases a morphological ____ that is phonemically a single word can be 
syntactically two different words.

14. On 1 April 1899, the ____ was separated from the district, becoming an 
independent city.

15. Someone else was probably happy with this ____.

16. Caleb, if I ____ Tanner, everything unravels.

17. This has enabled an estimate about ____ cases will be dealt with by the State-level 
judicial institutions and how many by lower levels.

18. Something occurred to ____ when you introduced me to your mother.

19. We better ____ something before the police find Riley.

20. David: A ____ boy with a mysterious expression.
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Answers to the lexical test

1. bad

2. bed

3. must

4. bread

5. here

6. street

7. market

8. sofa

9. month

10. number

11. can

12. car

13. word

14. city

15. ring

16. tell

17. how many

18. me

19. find

20. quiet
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